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 Purpose of NATO

◦ Washington Treaty April 1949

◦ Continuous self-help & mutual aid to develop 
capacity to resist attack

◦ Consultation when required or requested

◦ Armed attack against one is an attack against all

 Normative origins

◦ Safeguard the freedom, common heritage, 
civilization, and security of all members

 Both political and military means

◦ Source of stability in unpredictable world

◦ Unique community of values

◦ Principles: democracy, individual liberty, 
human rights, rule of law

 Headquarters: 

◦ Paris (until 1966)

◦ Brussels and Mons
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 Core tasks from 2010 Strategic Concept

◦ Collective defense

◦ Cooperative Security 

◦ Crisis management

 Strategic and military hub for power 
projection

◦ Strategic and regional stabilizer

 Discussion venue for allies

◦ 28 member states

 41partner states

◦ Partnership for Peace

◦ Mediterranean Dialogue

◦ Istanbul Cooperation Initiative

◦ Partners across the Globe
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Any member state can 
convene a meeting of NATO 
members when it feels its 
independence or security are 
threatened

?
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Washington Treaty Article 4



The Parties agree that an
armed attack against one or
more of them… shall be
considered an attack against
them all… if such an armed
attack occurs, each of
them… will assist the Party
or Parties so attacked by
taking… such action as it
deems necessary, including
the use of armed force, to
restore and maintain the
security of the North Atlantic
area.
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Washington Treaty Article 5



NATO Organization

NATO HQ
Brussels, Belgium

Civilian 
Structure

North Atlantic Council 
(NAC)

Military 
Structure
NATO Military 

Committee (MC)

 Secretary General

 Permanent Representatives & 

National Delegations

 International Staff (IS)

 Chairman Military Committee 

(CMC)

 Military Representatives

 International Military Staff (IMS) 



ACO 
(Allied Command Operations)

Gen Breedlove

Mons, BEL

Responsible for all 

military operations

ACT
(Allied Command Transformation)

Gen Mercier

Norfolk, USA

Training, Doctrine, 

Lessons Learned, 

Interoperability, 

MC
NAC
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NATO Organization



NATO Military Organization

ACO
(SHAPE)

3 Functional HQs

HQ Allied 
Maritime 

Command 
(Northwood, 

UK)

HQ Allied Land 
Command   

(Izmir, TUR)

HQ Allied Air 
Command 
(Ramstein, 

GER)

HQ Joint Forces 
Command   

Brunssum, NLD

HQ Joint Forces 
Command   Naples, 

ITA

2 Regional HQs

Rapidly Deployable Corps HQs
ARRC, UK; GER-NLD Corps, Münster, GER; Italian RRC, Solbiate

Olona, ITA; Spanish Corps HQ, Valencia, SP; 3rd Corps HQ, Istanbul, 
TUR; EUROCORPS, Strasbourg, FR;  MNC-NE, Szczecin, POL; RRC-FR, 

Lille, FR; NATO Deployable Corps Greece, Thessaloniki, GRE)
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 1.1 Cold War Nuclear NATO

◦ 1950s-60s

◦ Operational and military oriented

◦ Europe: one theater in global competition 

◦ Solving the German question

◦ Large standing forces in Central Europe to meet the threat from USSR 

◦ Focus: collective defense

◦ Strategy: MC 14/2 Massive Retaliation

 1.2 Maturing NATO

◦ 1970s-80s

◦ Era of Ostpolitik, détente, arms control, CSBMs

◦ Harmel Report, two track approach

◦ Glasnost, perestroika, end of Cold War

◦ Focus: crisis management

◦ Strategy: MC 14/3 Flexible Response
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 Post-Cold War NATO

◦ 1990s

◦ Uncertainty over purpose and future

◦ Regional security concerns, not just collective defense

◦ First out of area operations in Balkans and Kosovo

◦ First Strategic Concept

◦ Strategy: Comprehensive Approach

 Consolidate Europe whole and free

◦ ESDI, PfP, NATO-Russia Council, NATO-Ukraine Council

◦ Enlargement: 3 new members
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 Expeditionary NATO

◦ 1990s thru 2014

◦ Change from “Alliance of being” to an “Alliance of doing”

◦ First Article 5 activation (US air defense, 2001)

◦ Operations—Balkans, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya

◦ Disaster relief—US, Pakistan, Africa

◦ “Hemispheric policeman,” open-ended military engagement

◦ Increased role for partners

◦ Regional organization that sought global solutions to global problems

◦ Expansion: 9 new member states

◦ Focus: cooperative security

◦ Revised Strategic Concept
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 A new NATO, or back to NATO 1.0?

 Debate over what to emphasize in Strategic Concept

 Since 9/11 evolved according to mission-driven requirements

 Continuous expeditionary military operations for 12+ years

 9th year of the global recession

 ISAF out of Afghanistan

 Growth of Asia and implications 
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 2014 tumultuous for Europe and NATO

◦ End of ISAF in Afghanistan

◦ Russian threats against Europe

 Invasion of Crimea and Eastern Ukraine

 Return of a near-peer competitor

◦ Rise of ISIL in Syria & Iraq

 Unchecked flow of refugees to Europe

 Terrorism in European cities

◦ Iranian nuclear deal 

 Does not constrain conventional capabilities

 Shattered assumptions on future of the 
Alliance



 NATO dealing with: 

◦ Russia to east, north, south

◦ Syrian civil war and mass exodus of 
population, destabilizing region 

◦ Terrorism exported to Europe

◦ ISIL spreading to threaten NATO 
partners

◦ Libya (ungoverned space)

 Prioritizing threats

◦ ISIL a long-term threat to Western 
values and civilization

◦ But Russian threat is more 
immediate and existential



 No return to Cold War 

 But an obvious need to respond
◦ A clear, growing, and dangerous military 

imbalance in Eastern Europe that could 
potentially be exploited by Moscow

 Official NATO response: 

◦ South: hands-off

◦ East: Uncertainty

 Alliance divided between need for 
deterrence and desire for dialogue

 Continued non-lethal support to Ukraine

◦ North: hands off (Arctic Council is OPR)

 Officially “adapting” to new world 
◦ Political

◦ Military

◦ Institutional 



 NATO Wales Summit initiatives

◦ Readiness Action Plan (RAP)

◦ Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF)

◦ Enhanced & enlarged NATO Response Force 
(NRF)

◦ Creation of multiple NATO Force Integration 
Units (NFIUs)

◦ Beefed up NATO regional headquarters in 
Poland

◦ Increased air policing

◦ More vigorous military exercises

◦ Some equipment forward deployed in NE 
Europe

◦ Suspended formal dialogue with Russia April 
2014 (no NATO-Russia Council meetings)
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 Likely agenda items: 
◦ Russia

◦ ISIL

◦ Hybrid strategy 

◦ Adaptation

◦ Collective defense

◦ Deterrence

◦ Assurance

◦ Enlargement

◦ Partners

◦ Migration 

◦ Counterterrorism
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 Baltic States are threatened

◦ Russian large scale snap exercises, 
nuclear sabre rattling

◦ Could capture Baltic states in 3 days 
(RAND study)

◦ Alliance has few good options

◦ How to prevent this: enhanced 
conventional forces 

 Stationed or rotational presence

 Deter and serve as trip wire

 Defend if necessary

 Keep nuclear threshold high
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 Moscow has19th century view of 
world

◦ Great power balancing

◦ Areas of influence

◦ Upset over NATO enlargement and 
out of area operations in NATO’s 
near-abroad (Kosovo, Libya)

 Question over Russian leadership & 
political culture

◦ What drives Putin—fear or 
opportunism?

◦ Policy responses depend on the 
answer

 Debate within Alliance over 
deterrence vs. dialogue



 Renewed emphasis on collective defense and deterrence in 
face of Russian threat

 Deterrence rests on appropriate mix of conventional, nuclear, 
missile defense forces

 Nuclear leg is supreme guarantee of Alliance security

◦ “As long as nuclear weapons exist, NATO will remain a nuclear 
alliance”

◦ But neglected past 15 years

◦ Requires robust, well trained, modern, reliable nuclear forces

◦ 2012 Deterrence and Defense Posture Review stated that NATO’s 
preferred option is status quo policy



 Members in NE Europe have argued need 
for greater defensive preparations since 
joining 

 Divided Alliance:  no agreement Russia 
poses greatest threat

 NATO needs to maintain credibility as 
military alliance, ready to fight for its 
member states 

 Also needs to assure Moscow that NATO 
efforts are defensive only



 Coupling the security of Europe with 
military might and strategic forces of 
North America

 Support and understanding of 
European needs is shrinking in the US

 In 2012 US called for “re-balancing” its 
policy and forces to Asia-Pacific

 Europe needs to show its interest in 
maintaining this relationship

◦ More equitable burden-sharing

◦ Partnering with US in out of area 
contingencies

◦ Public diplomacy efforts in Europe



 Great success since end of Cold War
◦ 41 partner nations

◦ Valuable for both NATO and the partner states

 What future after Afghanistan? 
◦ How keep partners involved? Retain lessons learned?

 No security guarantees 



 Open Door policy remains in place

◦ Article 10 of Washington Treaty

 Continued Russian acquiescence? 

◦ Georgia 2008, Ukraine 2014

 Wales Summit initiatives

 Requirements for membership 

◦ Rule of Law

◦ Democratic values

◦ No border disputes

◦ No internal conflict

◦ Add to Alliance security
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 Candidate States: 
◦ Accession process began Dec 2015: 

 Montenegro

◦ Membership Action Plan 

 Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia*

 Bosnia-Herzegovina

◦ Intensified Dialogue with Annual National 
Programs

 2008 Bucharest Summit declaration

 Ukraine

 Georgia
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* Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name



 NATO remains the guarantor of European security 

 NATO placing renewed emphasis on its core mission

◦ A political & military alliance charged with 
defending its members’ territory, people, and 
interests

◦ All other missions added since early 1990s are 
secondary to this 

 To become part of this Alliance, Ukraine must 
continue on the road to accession

◦ Adopt European values

◦ Establish modern Western institutions

◦ Create society based on rule of law

◦ Ensure democratic processes

◦ Resolve border disputes
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 Post-Afghanistan

 Maintain fighting skills and interoperability

 Review and criticize the decade of operations

 Must prepare for 

 Large variety of adversaries

 Wide range of potential conflict

 New environments (e.g. cyber)

 Implications

 Must accept greater risk since fewer ready forces

 Expect greater complexity, less certainty

 Focus on training and connected forces

 Wales summit initiatives
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 European Phased Adaptive Approach

◦ Agreed 2002

◦ IOC announced at NATO Chicago Summit 2012

◦ Obama cancelled Phase IV as part of “reset” with Moscow

◦ Elements of the system: 

 AEGIS at sea (US in Spain, soon Denmark and Netherlands)

 Land-based early warning (Turkey)

 AEGIS-Ashore (first battery in Romania, second battery in Poland)

 Turkey may develop its own system

 Wales Summit emphasized BMD and its continued development 

◦ Part of appropriate mix of forces for Alliance
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 Russia has abrogated, withdrawn, or no longer recognizes 
many Cold War treaties: 

◦ CFE—Russia stopped complying a decade ago

◦ INF—US claims Russia has violated this with cruise missile testing

◦ Helsinki Final Act—Russian aggression against neighbors

◦ Budapest Memorandum—Russian aggression against Ukraine

◦ Open Skies Treaty—selective implementation

 Moscow officially abiding by New START Treaty

 But no movement toward new negotiations

◦ Follow-on to New START should include discussions on non-
strategic nuclear weapons

 Required by New START, US Senate ratification, DDPR 
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